ARTS IMPACT—ARTS-INFUSED INSTITUTE LESSON PLAN (YR2-MAP)

EIGHTH GRADE—LESSON THREE: Combining Mathematical Figures: City Planning
Artist-Mentor – Shannon Eakins (edits by Jason Sobottka and Joe Schliesman)

Grade Level: 8

Enduring Understanding
Overlapping, one-point perspective, and atmospheric perspective create the illusion of depth in an artwork.
Art and Math
Target: Combines building designs into a city design with one-point perspective and other depth
techniques.
Criteria: Uses the origin, coordinate plane, orthogonal lines, and overlapping to tape together
building designs at the origin/vanishing point.
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Materials
Learning Targets
Mechanical pencils, rulers, student drawings (buildings one
• Combines building designs into a city
through five), vinyl erasers, clear tape, scissors, ELMO or
design with one-point perspective and
overhead projector
other depth techniques.
Do Now
Tape buildings one through five together at the origin/vanishing point to create your cityscape.
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Activities/Prompts
• Show Chester Arnold, Addition, 2002 and photograph of
Tacoma Art Museum. ADS 11-6 & 11-7 (also see CD)
o Ask students to describe how a city looks different
from a single building.
o Ask students to identify what similarities there are
between one building and the entire city.
o Ask students to describe how overlapping buildings
creates a sense of depth.
Demonstrate taping buildings one through five together at
the origin/vanishing point.
o Overlap the individual pieces of paper at the
origin/vanishing point.
o Line up graph paper lines to make sure all the
buildings’ facades maintain their parallel and
perpendicular relationships.
o Tape the pieces of paper together.
o Cut extra and overlapping paper off to create a city
based on overlapping buildings.
o Note: if buildings completely overlap, ask the student
to combine buildings into one building or choose which
building that will show through to the final project.
Closure
• Put all materials and notes/data sheets in a folder.
• Return tools as directed.
• Self assess using checklist. ADS 11-12
•

Big Math Ideas
Origin
Quadrants 1, 2, 3, 4
X- and Y-axis
Vertex/vertices
Big Art Ideas
Horizontal
Parallel
Perpendicular
Vanishing point (VP)
Horizon line (HL)
Overlapping
Bird’s eye view

Assessment Criteria
£ Uses the origin, coordinate plane,
orthogonal lines, and overlapping to
tape together building designs at the
origin/vanishing point.

Next Steps/Follow up Needs
All students must be ready to trace their cities onto velum. Remind students to use rulers and the grid paper
to maintain parallel and perpendicular relationships when taping separate buildings together.
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Teaching and Learning Strategies
1. Warm-up: Reviews images from Tacoma Art Museum Collection and continues
conversation about one-point perspective. Prompts: Let’s take another look at these pictures that
contain cities in one-point perspective. (ADS 11-3) We have experience with creating buildings in onepoint perspective but we haven’t really talked about inserting them into a cityscape. This lesson will be
dedicated to inserting all of the building designs that we worked on into one city. In a dense city, you may
not always be able to see the entire building you are looking at because buildings are in front of and
behind each other: overlapping. In these images what can you learn about the building’s placement in
space by what is overlapping it. What buildings are closer to you, or further away? One-point perspective
has shown us how things get smaller as they recede to the vanishing point, but now we are also noticing
that they often get overlapped by buildings that are closer to the viewer. Where are the background,
middle ground, and foreground in this image?
Student: Reviews artworks in one-point perspective; describes placement of buildings in space,
overlapping in the picture plane, and atmospheric perspective.
2. Demonstrates combining plotted building designs into one city. Prompts: After the last
lesson, we should have drawings of our own building design as well as transformed buildings from our
firm. They were all drawn on a coordinate plane with the origin as the vanishing point. Now we will
combine all of our plotted drawings into one city and one coordinate plane. Starting with the buildings
that are closest to the horizon line, preliminarily lay out the building designs on the grid using the same
coordinates they were drawn in. You may notice that some parts of buildings may overlap other buildings.
Cut around the building that is overlapping so that the extra paper doesn’t cover up what’s underneath
and tape it down. Keep taping the buildings together according to the coordinate plane until all five
buildings are attached together. You may need to tape another piece of grid paper to the coordinate
plane to make it big enough. You should always double check to make sure all the orthogonal lines all
lead to the origin/vanishing point.
Student: Notes the coordinates of the buildings and tapes the building designs together; checks to make
sure the orthogonal lines all head to the origin/vanishing point and that horizontal and vertical
relationships are maintained.
Embedded Assessment: Criteria-based teacher checklist
Vocabulary

Materials and Community Resources

Arts Infused:
Plotting
Reflection
Transformation

Museum Artworks
Armin Landek, City Lane, 1945, Drypoint, 1970.184.2

Math:
Coordinate plane
Dilation
Translation
Vector notation

Beulah Hyde, Old Mill, 1995, Oil on canvas, 1991.11

Arts:
Unity

Chester Arnold, Addition, 2002, Lithograph, 2002.40.1

Photograph of Tacoma Art Museum

Building Tradition catalog
•
Photo of Tacoma
•
Photo of TAM

Art Materials:
Mechanical pencils
Rulers
Student drawings (buildings one through five)
Vinyl erasers
Clear tape
Scissors

WA Essential Learnings & Frameworks

Arts State Grade Level Expectations
AEL 1.1 concepts
Identifies and demonstrates how line and value
define form and space

AEL 1.1.2 composition
Uses proportion to analyze size relationships in an
artwork
AEL 1.2 skills and techniques
Uses spatial devices (e.g., one-point perspective)
AEL 4.2 connections between the arts and other
content areas
Explains relationships between the arts and other
content areas
Math State Grade Level Expectations
8.2.B properties of geometric figures
Determines missing angle measures using the
relationships among the angles formed by parallel
lines and transversals
8.2.D properties of geometric figures
Demonstrates and explains the effect of one or more
translations, rotations, reflections, or dilations
(centered at the origin) of a geometric figure on the
coordinate plane
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ARTS-INFUSED INSTITUTE LESSON PLAN (YR2-MAP)

EIGHTH GRADE—LESSON THREE: Combining Mathematical Figures: City Planning
ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET
Disciplines

ART AND MATH

Concept

Plotting

Students

Uses the origin, coordinate plane,
orthogonal lines within the coordinate
plane to combine building designs

Total
2
Points

Overlaps to tape together building
designs at origin/vanishing point

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
Total
Percentage

Criteria-based Reflection Questions: (Note examples of student reflections on back.)
Thoughts about Learning:
Which prompts best communicated concepts? Which lesson dynamics helped or hindered learning?

Lesson Logistics:
Which classroom management techniques supported learning?

Teacher:

Date:
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